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Arab Resources The Transformation Of
In order to strengthen the growing digital economy in the regions, governments should work with national actors, the local private sector and international
organizations to shift regulatory processes ...
The strive for oil-independence: Transforming from an oil-driven to a data-driven economy
The chapters provide an integrated analysis of the changing relations of ecology, economy and socio-political organisation in the steppes of the central
Middle East, documenting the longue-durée of ...
The Transformation of Nomadic Society in the Arab East
United Arab Bank posted a Net Profit of AED 27 million for the first half of 2021 compared to a net loss of AED 208 million in the first half of 2020
representing a quarter-on-quarter increase of 64% ...
UAB posts 27mln net profit for first-half of 2021
Mapping Arab Women’s Movements: A Century of Transformations from Withinpresents a pioneering ... The need for all sixteen confessions to share
power and resources has made consensus-building a ...
Mapping Arab Women’s Movements: A Century of Transformations from Within
This perilous defeat dispelled whatever illusions remained; euphoria gave way to pessimism while many quarters declared the dreams of the ‘Arab Spring’
to be dead ... structural crisis resulting from ...
The First Decade of the Arab Revolutionary Process
Kais Saied's decision to give himself exceptional powers stems from a crisis born out of the 2014 constitution ...
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Tunisia: Should the constitution be revised?
Etisalat Misr entered the Egyptian market in 2007 as the third mobile network operator (MNO) in a market that was heavily dominated by Vodafone Egypt
and Orange Egypt (formerly Mobinil). Being the ...
Interview with Chief Corporate Affairs Officer of Etisalat Misr
Countries are leapfrogging technological advancements with the power of IoT, says Mostafa AlGuezeri, managing director, ABB operations, United Arab
Emirates . Digitalisation is driving change in the ...
Digitalisation is driving change in the region
Former NSW deputy premier tapped for Murray–Darling Basin compliance, Centre for Social Impact boss moves on, feral cats and foxes come under
management.
Movers & shakers: inspector general of water compliance appointed
Michaelle Browers traces these developments from the 'Arab age of ideology', as it has been called, through an 'age of ideological transformation',
demonstrating clearly how the recent flow of ideas ...
Political Ideology in the Arab World
Digital Transformation Initiatives and Adoption of Zero Trust Approach lowered data breach costs. Dubai, United Arab Emirates: IBM Security today
announced the results of a global ...
IBM report: Cost of a data breach hits record high during pandemic
The UAE’s Telecommunications and Digital Government Regulatory Authority (TDRA) said that the 2G (GSM) shutdown process is on track in the
networks of service providers (Etisalat and du) and is ...
UAE’s 2G shutdown scheduled for end of 2022
The Angkasa-X Group of Companies (Angkasa-X) has announced plans to transform Penang into a regional space technology ecosystem hub to further
foster local innovation, technology ...
Angkasa-X partners with Silkwave and with the support of Bank of Asia aims to develop Penang as ASEAN's regional space technology ecosystem hub
It also welcomed the ‘Digital Financial Transformation Framework’ in the Arab region ... that this goal can be achieved by mobilising resources to increase
investments and create new job ...
COVID negative impacts underpin importance of financial inclusion: Arab central banks council
Cairo: The Joint Arab Economic Report 2020 was ... in management of its Business Processes and Resource Utilization, thanks to a digital transformation
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partnership with global technology company ...
Joint Arab Economic Report 2020 released with participation of Qatar
Nur Sultan, SANA- Syrian Arab Republic delegation ... in addition to looting the natural resources by the US occupation forces. Both sides expressed
determination to continue the joint work ...
Syrian Arab Republic delegation discusses with Russian counterpart agenda of 16th international meeting in Astana format
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has launched a programme to add 100,000 coders to its workforce over the next five years, in a bid to keep pace with the
digital transformation of the global economy.
UAE offers ‘golden visas’ to coders as part of national IT skills programme
The EU-GCC Clean Energy Technology Network, the Environmental Center for Arab Towns (ECAT ... Climate Change and Natural Resources
Sustainability at United Nations Economic and Social Commission ...
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